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Veenix Technologies Announces Software Bundle for TypeBook Creator
Published on 06/22/09
Veenix Technologies has announced a special summer software bundle for it's highly
acclaimed TypeBook Creator software for Mac OS X. Purchasers of the Studio Version or
Corporate Version of TypeBook Creator will receive a free copy of Veenix Font Tools, font
management tools featuring a unique fast-font-previewing system.
Brooklyn, New York - Veenix Technologies has announced a special summer software bundle
for it's highly acclaimed TypeBook Creator software for Mac OS X. Purchasers of the Studio
Version or Corporate Version of TypeBook Creator will receive a free copy of Veenix Font
Tools - font management tools featuring a unique fast-font-previewing system.
Veenix TypeBook Creator was developed for Mac graphic professionals and allows them to
easily create and print type specimen books and font sample sheets of their fonts.
TypeBook Creator features precision automatic font categorization via Veenix GlyphLogic(R)
technology, 16 classic page layouts, numerous layout customization options and prints both
active and inactive fonts.
TypeBook Creator's built-in GlyphLogic engine analyzes fonts as they are added to the
database and categorizes them into one or more of the following optically-derivative
categories: Text Fonts, Serif and Flare Fonts, Sans Serif Font, Picture, Script & Thematic
Fonts, Condensed and Narrow Fonts, Expanded and Wide Fonts, Monospaced Fonts, Inline &
Outline Fonts, Shadow & 3D Fonts, Initial, Drop & Small Caps Fonts, Expert and Fraction
Fonts, and Math & Pi Fonts.
Veenix's GlyphLogic technology has a very high degree of accuracy and saves hundreds of
hours of manually classifying fonts. TypeBook Creator's specimen sheet layouts include:
full ASCII character sets, cascading point size sheets, body copy sheets, specimen briefs,
typographical sizing slugs and numerous multi-font layouts.
Pricing and Availability:
Veenix TypeBook Creator retails for $49.95 USD (studio license) and $79.95 (corporate
license.) More information and a free demo can be found at Veenix Technologies online.
Veenix Technologies:
http://www.veenix.com/FontTools.html
Veenix TypeBook Creator:
http://www.veenix.com/FontTools.html

Veenix Technologies provides consumer software solutions for the Macintosh platform and
mobile markets.
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